Dove Cleaners
on TSXV*!
B

Above: Norman
Hertzman, on left, and
Sam Mizrahi pose in
front of the shirt
assembly line.

ack in 1996, Fabricare Canada ran a story that many readers frankly did not believe. It was
about a pair of guys in their twenties who were succeeding in dry cleaning by breaking all
the rules. They rented top-dollar space in Toronto’s busy Yonge and St. Clair area, charged
almost twice as much as the eight other dry cleaners located within one block, had a counter that
was less than five feet long, in a store that was 15 feet in width. And one of the partners worked
on the counter at all times.
These were friendly fellows who remembered names and service preferences, and dressed in the
same expensive clothing as that worn by their customers. In addition, they delivered top-quality,
on-time dry cleaning, processed according to systems they had developed to achieve the quality for
which they wanted to become known. The plant was called Dove Cleaners.
The business, which was handling 1,300 pieces a day after two years, continued to grow, with
the plant expanding into a second unit in the building. Route service was instituted, a second
counter served customers from the parking area at the rear of the plant, and a glamorous alterations department added to the cash flow. All the while, the partners looked for new ways to
expand their business, with one goal in mind: to promote the name of Dove as a brand.
Critics pointed out that the business was too personally built around the partners, Sam Mizrahi
and Norman Hertzman, and relied on their constant presence on the front counter. What they
didn’t know was that the foundation for a far bigger concept was being laid at that counter.
Here’s how Sam explains it.
“At our counter we were meeting and serving some of the top people in business, the owners of
large corporations. When one of them, a restaurant owner, said he wished he could get Dove quality
for his linens, we listened. When another said he would like Dove dependability and quality for his
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uniforms, we began to do
some market research.
“ We w e r e a l s o s e r v i n g
many highly educated, sophisticated middle managers. And
we started asking if they
would like to be able to purchase Dove services for their
business. You might say we
began collecting contacts over
our counter and those contacts are now paying off.”

tured here. It features a long,
narrow store built along a
front wall of the market, with
an added benefit – Longo’s
uses the space below its windows for attractive seasonal
displays.
They also acquired Alamo
Linens, which gave them a
laundry plant and a foothold
in the rental business. In addition, these two acquisitions set

“The foundation for a far bigger
concept was being laid at the counter.”
Tw o y e a r s a g o S a m a n d
N o r m a n l e f t t h e c o u n t e r,
replacing themselves with customer service representatives
they had been grooming for
the job. Contrary to critics
who claimed they were essential at the counter, the business continues to grow.
FRANCHISES AND MORE
Freed of the counter, they
began merchandising Dove as
a brand by franchising Dove
Depot Cleaners. These featured lower prices, but guaranteed on-time quality and
service. They acquired Meena
Cleaners, where work was
processed for the Meena
depots, as well as for the new
Dove Depot Cleaners, There
are now 30 depots, with a target of 35 more within a year.
Two of the most unusual
depots are underground. One
is in the parking garage of the
Scotia Bank Plaza and the
other in the TD Bank Towers.
Both are drive-thru dry cleaning operations, which offer
conveniences such as valet
parking, car washing and
detailing, and delivery of
orders to cars or offices.
Dove will be placing depots
in conjunction with Longo’s,
an upscale grocery chain in
the Greater Toronto Area. The
first such installation is pic-

the pattern by which the partners intend to grow in the
future.
BUT THAT’S NOT ALL
Remember the customer with
the restaurant linens? He may
have been one of the inspirations for Dove’s new 42,000
sq. ft. plant. The building
houses corporate offices and
training facilities in addition
to a full dry cleaning and
laundry plant. It has absorbed
the Meena and Alamo plants
and now offers uniform service, dust control, mats and
linens. The dry cleaning section features wet cleaning as
well, and two distinct lines for
finishing, for the two levels of
Dove service.
They have been able to gain
new customers by using contacts made across the original
Dove counter, and offering
businesses one-stop shopping
for all a company’s needs. The
fact that they can promise
excellent dry cleaning service
as well as laundry has opened
the door to hotel accounts, for
instance, where they can provide everything from linens to
guest work.
SYSTEMS IMPORTANT
As industry veterans know, it
takes good systems to produce
good, consistent-quality work.

Shown right: 1. Dual finishing lines. One on left has toppers and leggers and
is used for Dove Depot Stores and Meena finishing. One on right has utility
presses with hand irons for the top level of Dove quality.
2. Large laundry has three flatwork ironers. Finishing starts in mid-afternoon
on work collected during the day.
3. Wet cleaning area has variety of equipment.
4. Pressing line showing pre-conditioning of garment.
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Suppliers involved in creating new central plant. Left to right, Manny Sandhu,
Harco; Gilbert Strassgertl, Well Products; Lou Mignardi and Alex Pasut,
Dalex; Rob Jackson, Harco; Norman Hertzman and Sam Mizrahi, Dove; Adele
Rich and Irving Wolf, Regal and Al Anjavi, CSI.

Dove has institutionalized its
systems and has been awarded
the coveted ISO 9001 Certification, which management
believes to be the only such
registration in the dry cleaning
field in Canada. With written
systems in place and a growing team of like-minded people to follow them, Sam and
Norman are ready to continue
their growth.
At present that 42,000 sq.
ft. plant with a staff of 125 is
working at 20% of its capacity. The goal is to raise this to
100% within two years. This
will be accomplished by buying market share through
acquisitions, as well as developing new commercial and
depot customers.
And now there is the debut
of DoveCorp in the process of
being listed on the TSXV, as
the Toronto Stock Exchange
Venture is called. With an
investment group behind

them, the partners are now
ready to enter the wider world
of stockholders. They plan
eventually to operate a central
plant in each of Canada’s
major cities, buying market
share by acquisitions similar
to those already incorporated
into the company.
As Sam Mizrahi states, “We
will not be a threat when we
come into a city; we will offer
an exit strategy to owners of
successful plants who will be
paid well for what they have
built over the years. We will
franchise their depots and
contribute vitality to the local
industry by investing in it.”
That’s a big dream for two
guys with a 10-year-old company. Now the challenge is to
make profits for those who
buy stock in DoveCorp. Fabricare Canada applauds their
vision and wishes them well!
■

Dove Depot Cleaners
Franchisees all receive three weeks of training in the Dove plant,
followed by two weeks with a trainer in their store. The store is
introduced to its market area by a coupon mailer sent to homes
within a 3 km radius of the store. The mailer describes the quality features of the company’s service and offers two coupons for
$10 off a $50 order and $5 off a $25 order. The mailer also features pickup and delivery service, which each franchisee must
provide. The usual practice is to start by using a personal vehicle
until volume warrants the purchase of a van. The target for the
store pictured below is to reach $300,000 in annual sales within
three years. It is located in northwest Toronto in the Dufferin
and Steeles area. Franchisees are a husband and wife team,
who inspect and bag all orders as well as provide an alteration
service.
1. Exterior of 42,000 sq. ft. DoveCorp plant and offices.
2. Head Office Staff, front row, left to right: Wayne Johnson, Norman Hertzman,
Sam Mizrahi, Adele Williams, Stefania Ferri, Maryna Chechel, Vera Rooplal
and Alan Tsui. Back row: Garry McMaster, Jai Bulsara and Zoreh Fayaz.
3. Dove Depot Store at Longo’s.
4. Underground Dove drive-thru at Scotia Plaza.
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